Let’s go! Healthy and sustainable on the go with Emsa

Whether in the lunch break in the office, between two appointments or on the way to sport – we
spend a large part of the day on the go. What often falls by the wayside: a healthy break meal.
Food-to-go is available at every corner, but it's not always very nutritional. So why not prepare your
meal at home and take it with you? With the practical CLIP & GO fresh food containers from
Emsa this is very easy. The range offers the right solution for every type of meal. Prepared at
home and 100% leak-proof thanks to the Emsa freshness seal, your favourite muesli, snacks,
salads and sandwiches can be eaten crisp and fresh anytime and anywhere.
Another advantage of meal prepping: The selfprepared food is not only healthier than
convenience food, but also protects the
environment. Because if you do without packed
sandwiches and salads from the supermarket, you
avoid a lot of waste. This makes healthy nutrition
easy while on the go – let's go.
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Breakfast – all day long
Brunch is all the rage – the sophisticated CLIP & GO
Brunchbox is just the thing. Thanks to the unique Emsa
freshness seal, your favourite sandwich remains tasty
even in the afternoon and the mesh insert in the box
allows you to easily create a second level. The extra
insert for small snacks contains sweet grapes, crunchy
carrots and the like. If you fancy a classic English
sandwich for a break brunch, the CLIP & GO sandwich
box will simply delight you. The ingenious triangular insert
divides the can into two halves and, in addition to the
sandwich, there is room for fruit and vegetables, for
example, without the bread becoming soft.

Lunchtime: This is how you keep everything fresh
The lunchbox from the CLIP & GO series is perfect for all
those who prefer a real lunch: Thanks to three different
inserts, vegetables, meat, rice and noodles can be
transported perfectly separated from each other. During the
break, the food can be warmed up in the microwave directly
in the box and then enjoyed from the integrated plate. And
for those who prefer a salad for lunch: In the CLIP & GO
Saladbox no green leaf gets mushy. The separate inserts
for toppings and dressing keep everything fresh and
crunchy until eaten.

Mixed in no time
Yoghurt with fresh fruits and muesli always
tastes good. Even mixed with the natural
variant and fresh fruits, your self-made
creation is also much healthier than the
sweetened fruit yoghurt from supermarket
shelves. The Yoghurtbox from the CLIP &
GO series with the practical folding corner
makes it possible to transport the
ingredients separately until they are eaten
and then mix them in no time at all. And not
only yoghurt and muesli can be taken along
in the box: Even small snacks such as
vegetable sticks with dip find their perfect
place in it.
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Chic thirst quenchers that stay shut
Not just food, but also beverages need to be transported
safely: With the Drink2Go series Emsa offers the perfect
drinking bottles for on the go. Visually pleasing and easy
to refill – this saves disposable plastic bottles and is
good for the environment. The Drink2Go TRITAN
bottles with their elegant appearance combined with the
advantages of plastic make drinking is twice as much
fun. The cheerful, colourful decors add colour to
everyday life – so you certainly won't forget to reach for
your regular bottle of water. Due to the light and also
break-proof material, TRITAN bottles are ideal for on the
go and quickly stowed away in every bag. Depending on
the intended use, two sealing techniques can be
selected, which are even leak-proof with carbonated
beverages. If you want to spice up your water a little
more, just add a few slices of orange or lemon to the
bottles, which ensures a deliciously light aroma.

Product characteristics:
CLIP & GO:
• 100% harmless: BPA-free, suitable for
baby food
• 100 % leak-proof: no spills, no leaks
• 100 % clear: sticker gives the user instant
recommendations on how best to use the
product
• Freezer, dishwasher and microwave safe
• Material: Plastic
• Versions available: yoghurt box, salad
box, sandwich box, brunch box, snack box
• Size: 0.55–1.2 l (18.60–40.59 fl. oz.)
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®

Drink2Go TRITAN Flask:
• Volume: 0.5 l 16.91 fl. oz.) and 0.7 l
(23.67 fl. oz.)
• Light and fracture-resistant
• Can be used with auto-close lid and
twist-off closure
• Dishwasher-safe
• Various designs

All of these products are available in stores now. The flasks with Auto-Close closure are available
in stores from Summer 2018.
www.emsa.com
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